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 Putin Trump meeting has been fruitful
Cooperation should secure world peace

Munich, 16.07.2018, 17:35 Time

USPA NEWS - Russian President Putin said after today's meeting with US President Trump in Helsinki: that the ideological
controversy between Russia and the US has long been history - and that one must solve world political problems together within the
framework of cooperation between the US and Russia. They mentioned the worldwide challenge of preventing nuclear weapons,
international terrorism and international crime. In addition, the solution of regional conflicts. Likewise, Russian President Putin
mentioned a strategic cooperation of the intelligence services of Russia and the USA. In addition, cooperation between Russia and the
United States on global economic issues was emphasized. A common guarantee of global cyber security was also emphasized. The
Russian side submitted to the US side a list of proposals for concrete cooperation projects.

US President Trump also highlighted the constructive course of today's meeting with Russian President Putin and his fertility. Trump
also underscored US history of diplomacy against rival world powers whose practice has historically been a good one. According to
the US President, the dramatic deterioration in relations with Russia over the past few years has fundamentally improved "about four
hours ago". With regard to the fundamental problems of world politics raised by Russian President Putin, Trump expressed his
consensus with Putin. According to Trump, Iran should be Russia's controlling power over nuclear issues. On this basis, an agreement
was apparently found to Syria. An open dialogue between the US and Russia aims to secure world peace, with Trump expressly
reiterating a very long tradition of US-Russia relations.
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